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"E = mc2 was a powerful equation that brought order to the interrelationship of mass and

energy. It took one stroke from a genius to bring a higher-order perception of the relationship to

practical terms - this after centuries of understanding the individual factors, but without a

repeatable formula, or `architecture,' to bring predictability. Boards are no different. We all

understand the importance in the individual factors of our Board existence... good governance

oversight, challenging and endorsing strategy, CEO selection, and the like. Now, in `Across The

Board,' Mark A. Pfister decodes the underlying architecture and ties the foundational elements

into a futuristic equation that can be effectively applied to create, or reinvigorate, tomorrow's

Boards."- Michael K. Lorelli
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powerful equation that brought order to the inter-relationship of mass and energy. It took one

stroke from a genius to bring a higher-order perception of the relationship to practical terms –

this after centuries of understanding the individual factors, but without a repeatable formula, or

‘architecture,’ to bring predictability. Boards are no different. We all understand the importance

in the individual factors of our Board existence… good governance oversight, challenging and

endorsing strategy, CEO selection, and the like. Now, in ‘Across The Board,’ Mark A. Pfister

decodes the underlying architecture and ties the foundational elements into a futuristic

equation that can be effectively applied to create, or reinvigorate, tomorrow’s Boards. There is

no reason why our comprehension and picture of the future Board shouldn’t be as energizing

and impactful as Artificial Intelligence or the Internet-of-Things in terms of how they are

furthering and enhancing our non-Board Director lives. I was introduced to Mark by a mutual

acquaintance who simply thought two people with a genuine interest in advancing the state of

Board effectiveness should get together for dinner. There weren’t enough napkins to scratch

the comments, grasp the concepts or process the insight Mark brought to the conversation. For

three hours I lived the 2012 version of ‘The Laffer Curve’ – scribbled napkins and all. It’s fitting

that the challenge to author ‘Across The Board’ be undertaken by a person who has dedicated



a great portion of his very successful professional life to studying, challenging, understanding,

hypothesizing, theorizing and ‘bringing to market’ the insights that he uniquely has in creating a

predictable Board effectiveness model. Mark’s ‘day job’ is pushing the envelope on Board

governance, contributing on Boards, elevating Board candidates, advising on Board

construction and guiding companies in strategic growth… but that understates his reputation

as the inventor of the ‘Board as a Service’ (BaaS) engagement model, leader of M. A. Pfister

Strategy Group’s advisory practice, his numerous National Speaking Tours (in 2017, Mark gave

over 80 lectures across the country on Board topics engaging over 14,500 attendees),

published articles, monthly newsletters, seminars, consulting engagements, reputation for

being ‘The Board Architect,’ and his passion for cars – both antique and modern supercars.

Mark’s 200 MPH+ escapades in his ‘4-wheel rockets’ and his U.S. Merchant Marine

background as an Engineering Officer, certified to operate ships of unlimited horsepower and

unlimited tonnage on any ocean, are just additional unearthed mysteries on my journey with

Mark. I personally associated with the ‘high-speed thrill’ while reading the first draft of ‘Across

The Board,’ which I am very flattered Mark asked me to critique. That part was easy… and the

napkin notes continued… Each of us will have particular insights from Mark in ‘Across the

Board’ that will stop us in our tracks. For me, the simplest ‘ah-ha’ moment was the realization

that just about all Board topics have been covered in depth in numerous books and articles…

except for Board ‘foundational architecture’ principles, which have remained untouched, and

hence, one of the key original-content aspects of Mark’s work. A few of the many additional and

personal ‘ah-ha’ moments for me included: It takes work to build a new Board from scratch, but

it takes courage to rebuild an existing one. In-person Board attendance is a must. Much of the

communication is in body language… completely lost on a squawk box. Channeling Roy E.

Disney - pick one day to make each and all business decisions in ten seconds, and do it 100%

solely based on the company values. Witness what happens! Do you have ‘generational

diversity’ as well as an accurate picture of the ‘generational makeup’ of your Board? For

example, are you leveraging Generation X’s highly-developed revenue generating skills? A

success formula for founder/entrepreneur CEO-led Boards is to introduce the notion of

elevating her or him to Chairperson (only) with stewardship of the entire lifecycle of CEO

succession. The fascinating history of formal strategy and why it is important for all Board

Directors to fully understand how, to-date, only three professions have truly benefited from its

strategic application and directly influenced its evolution. As a Chairman, I’m thinking more

about the mentioned concept of ‘diversity of thought.’ I’m tempted in my lifetime to try building a

Board that, in addition to modern skill makeup, recruits an ‘Analyst,’ a ‘Diplomat,’ a ‘Sentinel,’

and an ‘Explorer.’ How cool. I hope you, too, enjoy the energetic style that Mark brings to this

newest evolution of Board governance insight, as I did. ‘Across The Board’ has re-doubled my

conviction to doing everything in my power to ensure that as a Director, I am fully committed to

bringing the power of the best Board architecture insights to our shareholders – directly

through our Boards. - Michael K. LorelliExecutive Chairman, Rita’s Italian IcesPresident,

PepsiCo (twice)Private Equity Operating Partner  

About the author In addition to serving on numerous Boards, Mark A. Pfister is a 'Board

Macro-Influencer,' a certified Board Director, and advises public, private, and nonprofit Boards

in efficient and effective operations. Known as 'The Board Architect,' he is also the inventor of

the 'Board as a Service' (BaaS) engagement model and an expert project manager, frequently

consulting on strategic global initiatives in their initiation and operational phases. Mr. Pfister is a

master speaker and conducts national speaking tours, lectures, courses and seminars focused



on effective leadership, strategy, Board architecture, Board candidacy, professional project /

program management and

entrepreneurship. www.PfisterStrategy.com Foreword E = mc2 was a

powerful equation that brought order to the inter-relationship of mass and energy. It took one

stroke from a genius to bring a higher-order perception of the relationship to practical terms –

this after centuries of understanding the individual factors, but without a repeatable formula, or

‘architecture,’ to bring predictability. Boards are no different. We all understand the importance

in the individual factors of our Board existence… good governance oversight, challenging and

endorsing strategy, CEO selection, and the like. Now, in ‘Across The Board,’ Mark A. Pfister

decodes the underlying architecture and ties the foundational elements into a futuristic

equation that can be effectively applied to create, or reinvigorate, tomorrow’s Boards. There is

no reason why our comprehension and picture of the future Board shouldn’t be as energizing

and impactful as Artificial Intelligence or the Internet-of-Things in terms of how they are

furthering and enhancing our non-Board Director lives. I was introduced to Mark by a mutual

acquaintance who simply thought two people with a genuine interest in advancing the state of

Board effectiveness should get together for dinner. There weren’t enough napkins to scratch

the comments, grasp the concepts or process the insight Mark brought to the conversation. For

three hours I lived the 2012 version of ‘The Laffer Curve’ – scribbled napkins and all. It’s fitting

that the challenge to author ‘Across The Board’ be undertaken by a person who has dedicated

a great portion of his very successful professional life to studying, challenging, understanding,

hypothesizing, theorizing and ‘bringing to market’ the insights that he uniquely has in creating a

predictable Board effectiveness model. Mark’s ‘day job’ is pushing the envelope on Board

governance, contributing on Boards, elevating Board candidates, advising on Board

construction and guiding companies in strategic growth… but that understates his reputation

as the inventor of the ‘Board as a Service’ (BaaS) engagement model, leader of M. A. Pfister

Strategy Group’s advisory practice, his numerous National Speaking Tours (in 2017, Mark gave

over 80 lectures across the country on Board topics engaging over 14,500 attendees),

published articles, monthly newsletters, seminars, consulting engagements, reputation for

being ‘The Board Architect,’ and his passion for cars – both antique and modern supercars.

Mark’s 200 MPH+ escapades in his ‘4-wheel rockets’ and his U.S. Merchant Marine

background as an Engineering Officer, certified to operate ships of unlimited horsepower and

unlimited tonnage on any ocean, are just additional unearthed mysteries on my journey with

Mark. I personally associated with the ‘high-speed thrill’ while reading the first draft of ‘Across

The Board,’ which I am very flattered Mark asked me to critique. That part was easy… and the

napkin notes continued… Each of us will have particular insights from Mark in ‘Across the

Board’ that will stop us in our tracks. For me, the simplest ‘ah-ha’ moment was the realization

that just about all Board topics have been covered in depth in numerous books and articles…

except for Board ‘foundational architecture’ principles, which have remained untouched, and

hence, one of the key original-content aspects of Mark’s work. A few of the many additional and

personal ‘ah-ha’ moments for me included: It takes work to build a new Board from scratch, but

it takes courage to rebuild an existing one. In-person Board attendance is a must. Much of the

communication is in body language… completely lost on a squawk box. Channeling Roy E.

Disney - pick one day to make each and all business decisions in ten seconds, and do it 100%

solely based on the company values. Witness what happens! Do you have ‘generational

diversity’ as well as an accurate picture of the ‘generational makeup’ of your Board? For

example, are you leveraging Generation X’s highly-developed revenue generating skills? A

success formula for founder/entrepreneur CEO-led Boards is to introduce the notion of



elevating her or him to Chairperson (only) with stewardship of the entire lifecycle of CEO

succession. The fascinating history of formal strategy and why it is important for all Board

Directors to fully understand how, to-date, only three professions have truly benefited from its

strategic application and directly influenced its evolution. As a Chairman, I’m thinking more

about the mentioned concept of ‘diversity of thought.’ I’m tempted in my lifetime to try building a

Board that, in addition to modern skill makeup, recruits an ‘Analyst,’ a ‘Diplomat,’ a ‘Sentinel,’

and an ‘Explorer.’ How cool. I hope you, too, enjoy the energetic style that Mark brings to this

newest evolution of Board governance insight, as I did. ‘Across The Board’ has re-doubled my

conviction to doing everything in my power to ensure that as a Director, I am fully committed to

bringing the power of the best Board architecture insights to our shareholders – directly

through our Boards. - Michael K. LorelliExecutive Chairman, Rita’s Italian IcesPresident,

PepsiCo (twice)Private Equity Operating Partner Part I 1 Introduction “If I had asked

people what they wanted, they would have said faster horses.”- Henry Ford Purpose and

Meaning The term ‘noses in, fingers out’ is a long-standing code of conduct for Boards and the

organizations they serve. At its core, it means that Board Members should have their ‘noses in’

the business to understand enough to provide savvy and relevant guidance, but their ‘fingers

out’ of the business so as not to undermine or derail management. Finding this balance for well-

meaning Boards, or for individual Board Members, can be challenging. After all, how is it

possible to give relevant guidance and advice without having some level of day-to-day

involvement in the company? Without proper governance, strategy and reporting, this is a

definitely a valid concern. Furthermore, without the proper structure or ‘architecture’ of the

Board, this challenge can be further exacerbated to the detriment of the company. In order for

Boards, and the organizations they serve, to reach the level of trust, effectiveness and

operational excellence needed to excel, the ‘Foundational Architecture of the Board’must be

solid and constructed properly. Having attended countless lectures, seminars and panel

discussions on the topic of Boards, almost all have centered around established, public

company Board Members speaking about challenges, experiences and outcomes of decisions

their collective Boards have been involved with. Existing books and instructional videos

seemingly mimic this genre with the same focus, albeit with the infusion of regulatory

requirements and other Board governance areas. Some books attempt to give instructions and

direction on the makeup of a successful Board, but leave out the detailed architecture. Even my

formal education in Board operations had the very same myopic approach. Yes, this can be

interesting, educational and entertaining (not to mention great networking with other attendees

at in-person events and executive education courses), however, an area that seemingly has

never been covered or is skipped over is the actual ‘nuts & bolts’ foundational and architectural

considerations of how to build a Board from scratch (nonprofit & private companies), or how to

envision the rebuilding or evaluation of an existing, in-place Board (nonprofit, private

companies and public companies). This has been the case over and over again - until

now… The purpose of this book is to educate, in easily-followed terms, the successful and

implementable architecture at the foundation of all successful Boards in the private, public and

nonprofit sectors – all the while empowering you with a simple roadmap to ensure success

from the start. Whether you are on an existing Board, plan on joining a Board, tasked with

building or revamping a Board or simply interested in a way to further evaluate if a Board you

might join will be successful, this methodology will be extremely useful to you. Remember,

building a Board from scratch, or rebuilding an existing Board, without consideration or

evaluation of the most important foundational architectural elements will almost certainly lead

to years of floundering and stagnation. Most companies can’t afford the remedial time, nor the



massive amount of effort, to have this happen. After all, isn’t the purpose of a Board to elevate

your organization from the start? If you are building a Board from scratch for your company,

commit to making the effort to follow a strategy and a plan. If you are evaluating or rebuilding

an existing Board, the same commitment applies. Always start with your Board’s foundational

architecture. If we were to look at where the journey of reading this book will take you, Figure 1

shows that it is in the earliest moments and thoughts of creating a new Board for your

company, or in the first moments of rethinking and restructuring your existing Board –

essentially, focusing on the architecture. Figure 1: Focus of Reading1 For clarity, this book will

not go into depth on topics concentrating on Board operations, Board maturity or continuous

improvement areas – those have been covered in countless available publications. For now,

let’s focus on the all-important Board foundational structure to ensure a solid base for you to

build your Board operations upon. From my experience, this is and will remain the most

important step… and remember throughout your reading, there is a successful formula and

discipline to do this correctly! This structural discipline may come as a surprise to some in the

nonprofit and private sectors, and potentially the public sector, where ‘friends and family’ Board

candidates can reign supreme, but you will feel knowledgeable and empowered once you know

the in-depth thought process of the architectural formula. Background & Understanding We are

currently living in extremely interesting times when it comes to the evolution of Boards and

Board Directorship. The overlap between established, entrenched and accepted Board

practices of old and the newer, more modern Board expectations have created somewhat

polarized camps on the topic. Which side is correct and prudent? The truth is, they both are…,

but the accelerating speed of change in this area is not easy. Change never has been easy.

However, the discipline of Board Directorship and the dynamic environment that companies

operate in today doesn’t leave any room for a choice – it must change. It has to. The fate of

Board evolution is sealed and the momentum has already started… and companies will

demand change to stay relevant and competitive.

Foreword E = mc2 was a powerful equation that brought order to the inter-relationship of

mass and energy. It took one stroke from a genius to bring a higher-order perception of the

relationship to practical terms – this after centuries of understanding the individual factors, but

without a repeatable formula, or ‘architecture,’ to bring predictability. Boards are no different.

We all understand the importance in the individual factors of our Board existence… good

governance oversight, challenging and endorsing strategy, CEO selection, and the like. Now, in

‘Across The Board,’ Mark A. Pfister decodes the underlying architecture and ties the

foundational elements into a futuristic equation that can be effectively applied to create, or

reinvigorate, tomorrow’s Boards. There is no reason why our comprehension and picture of the

future Board shouldn’t be as energizing and impactful as Artificial Intelligence or the Internet-of-

Things in terms of how they are furthering and enhancing our non-Board Director lives. I was

introduced to Mark by a mutual acquaintance who simply thought two people with a genuine

interest in advancing the state of Board effectiveness should get together for dinner. There

weren’t enough napkins to scratch the comments, grasp the concepts or process the insight

Mark brought to the conversation. For three hours I lived the 2012 version of ‘The Laffer Curve’

– scribbled napkins and all. It’s fitting that the challenge to author ‘Across The Board’ be

undertaken by a person who has dedicated a great portion of his very successful professional

life to studying, challenging, understanding, hypothesizing, theorizing and ‘bringing to market’

the insights that he uniquely has in creating a predictable Board effectiveness model. Mark’s

‘day job’ is pushing the envelope on Board governance, contributing on Boards, elevating



Board candidates, advising on Board construction and guiding companies in strategic growth…

but that understates his reputation as the inventor of the ‘Board as a Service’ (BaaS)

engagement model, leader of M. A. Pfister Strategy Group’s advisory practice, his numerous

National Speaking Tours (in 2017, Mark gave over 80 lectures across the country on Board

topics engaging over 14,500 attendees), published articles, monthly newsletters, seminars,

consulting engagements, reputation for being ‘The Board Architect,’ and his passion for cars –

both antique and modern supercars. Mark’s 200 MPH+ escapades in his ‘4-wheel rockets’ and

his U.S. Merchant Marine background as an Engineering Officer, certified to operate ships of

unlimited horsepower and unlimited tonnage on any ocean, are just additional unearthed

mysteries on my journey with Mark. I personally associated with the ‘high-speed thrill’ while

reading the first draft of ‘Across The Board,’ which I am very flattered Mark asked me to

critique. That part was easy… and the napkin notes continued… Each of us will have particular

insights from Mark in ‘Across the Board’ that will stop us in our tracks. For me, the simplest ‘ah-

ha’ moment was the realization that just about all Board topics have been covered in depth in

numerous books and articles… except for Board ‘foundational architecture’ principles, which

have remained untouched, and hence, one of the key original-content aspects of Mark’s work.

A few of the many additional and personal ‘ah-ha’ moments for me included: It takes work to

build a new Board from scratch, but it takes courage to rebuild an existing one. In-person Board

attendance is a must. Much of the communication is in body language… completely lost on a

squawk box. Channeling Roy E. Disney - pick one day to make each and all business decisions

in ten seconds, and do it 100% solely based on the company values. Witness what

happens! Do you have ‘generational diversity’ as well as an accurate picture of the

‘generational makeup’ of your Board? For example, are you leveraging Generation X’s highly-

developed revenue generating skills? A success formula for founder/entrepreneur CEO-led

Boards is to introduce the notion of elevating her or him to Chairperson (only) with stewardship

of the entire lifecycle of CEO succession. The fascinating history of formal strategy and why it

is important for all Board Directors to fully understand how, to-date, only three professions have

truly benefited from its strategic application and directly influenced its evolution. As a

Chairman, I’m thinking more about the mentioned concept of ‘diversity of thought.’ I’m tempted

in my lifetime to try building a Board that, in addition to modern skill makeup, recruits an

‘Analyst,’ a ‘Diplomat,’ a ‘Sentinel,’ and an ‘Explorer.’ How cool. I hope you, too, enjoy the

energetic style that Mark brings to this newest evolution of Board governance insight, as I did.

‘Across The Board’ has re-doubled my conviction to doing everything in my power to ensure

that as a Director, I am fully committed to bringing the power of the best Board architecture

insights to our shareholders – directly through our Boards. - Michael K. LorelliExecutive

Chairman, Rita’s Italian IcesPresident, PepsiCo (twice)Private Equity Operating

Partner Part I 1 Introduction “If I had asked people what they wanted, they would

have said faster horses.”- Henry Ford Purpose and Meaning The term ‘noses in, fingers out’ is

a long-standing code of conduct for Boards and the organizations they serve. At its core, it

means that Board Members should have their ‘noses in’ the business to understand enough to

provide savvy and relevant guidance, but their ‘fingers out’ of the business so as not to

undermine or derail management. Finding this balance for well-meaning Boards, or for

individual Board Members, can be challenging. After all, how is it possible to give relevant

guidance and advice without having some level of day-to-day involvement in the company?

Without proper governance, strategy and reporting, this is a definitely a valid concern.

Furthermore, without the proper structure or ‘architecture’ of the Board, this challenge can be

further exacerbated to the detriment of the company. In order for Boards, and the organizations



they serve, to reach the level of trust, effectiveness and operational excellence needed to

excel, the ‘Foundational Architecture of the Board’must be solid and constructed

properly. Having attended countless lectures, seminars and panel discussions on the topic of

Boards, almost all have centered around established, public company Board Members

speaking about challenges, experiences and outcomes of decisions their collective Boards

have been involved with. Existing books and instructional videos seemingly mimic this genre

with the same focus, albeit with the infusion of regulatory requirements and other Board

governance areas. Some books attempt to give instructions and direction on the makeup of a

successful Board, but leave out the detailed architecture. Even my formal education in Board

operations had the very same myopic approach. Yes, this can be interesting, educational and

entertaining (not to mention great networking with other attendees at in-person events and

executive education courses), however, an area that seemingly has never been covered or is

skipped over is the actual ‘nuts & bolts’ foundational and architectural considerations of how to

build a Board from scratch (nonprofit & private companies), or how to envision the rebuilding or

evaluation of an existing, in-place Board (nonprofit, private companies and public companies).

This has been the case over and over again - until now… The purpose of this book is to

educate, in easily-followed terms, the successful and implementable architecture at the

foundation of all successful Boards in the private, public and nonprofit sectors – all the while

empowering you with a simple roadmap to ensure success from the start. Whether you are on

an existing Board, plan on joining a Board, tasked with building or revamping a Board or simply

interested in a way to further evaluate if a Board you might join will be successful, this

methodology will be extremely useful to you. Remember, building a Board from scratch, or

rebuilding an existing Board, without consideration or evaluation of the most important

foundational architectural elements will almost certainly lead to years of floundering and

stagnation. Most companies can’t afford the remedial time, nor the massive amount of effort, to

have this happen. After all, isn’t the purpose of a Board to elevate your organization from the

start? If you are building a Board from scratch for your company, commit to making the effort to

follow a strategy and a plan. If you are evaluating or rebuilding an existing Board, the same

commitment applies. Always start with your Board’s foundational architecture. If we were to

look at where the journey of reading this book will take you, Figure 1 shows that it is in the

earliest moments and thoughts of creating a new Board for your company, or in the first

moments of rethinking and restructuring your existing Board – essentially, focusing on the

architecture. Figure 1: Focus of Reading1 For clarity, this book will not go into depth on topics

concentrating on Board operations, Board maturity or continuous improvement areas – those

have been covered in countless available publications. For now, let’s focus on the all-important

Board foundational structure to ensure a solid base for you to build your Board operations

upon. From my experience, this is and will remain the most important step… and remember

throughout your reading, there is a successful formula and discipline to do this correctly! This

structural discipline may come as a surprise to some in the nonprofit and private sectors, and

potentially the public sector, where ‘friends and family’ Board candidates can reign supreme,

but you will feel knowledgeable and empowered once you know the in-depth thought process

of the architectural formula. Background & Understanding We are currently living in extremely

interesting times when it comes to the evolution of Boards and Board Directorship. The overlap

between established, entrenched and accepted Board practices of old and the newer, more

modern Board expectations have created somewhat polarized camps on the topic. Which side

is correct and prudent? The truth is, they both are…, but the accelerating speed of change in

this area is not easy. Change never has been easy. However, the discipline of Board



Directorship and the dynamic environment that companies operate in today doesn’t leave any

room for a choice – it must change. It has to. The fate of Board evolution is sealed and the

momentum has already started… and companies will demand change to stay relevant and

competitive. As a ‘Board Macro-Influencer,’ I have personally advocated for many of these

changes for the reasons of increasing the efficacy of existing Boards as well as promoting the

next phase of the Board Directorship profession. This is a tall order in a somewhat secretive

and impenetrable society, but a worthy one at that. My national speaking tours on these very

topics have reached thousands and the seeds of change have been planted. For the purposes

of this book, you will witness that I sometimes don’t differentiate between a Board of Directors

and a Board of Advisors - or a working combination of the two. This is not by accident and it is

not meant to confuse. By definition, a Board Advisor’s job is to provide advice and counsel. A

Board Director’s job, by definition, is to provide governance, although I would vehemently add

‘strategy and strategic guidance’ to the front of the responsibility list. It will ultimately be your

decision on which designation and responsibilities you choose (director vs. advisor), as long as

you are not under the umbrella of certain regulations, as a public company would be. The

reason I don’t differentiate the classification is simple. The modern foundational structure of

your overall support team, by means of an effective Board, does not need to deviate from the

proper expertise, experience and demeanor of your Board members, regardless of whether or

not they are non-voting members or conversely, fiduciaries. For some experienced public Board

Members reading this book, these comments likely will ring in their ears as blasphemy. This

clarification on approach, first and foremost, is to allow for a laser-focus on the architecture and

build of a modern and effective support team – regardless of a Board Member’s formal

designation as a voting or non-voting member. The details within this book will clarify and

reinforce this approach. For proper due-diligence, we should, however, initially define and

clarify the main differences between a Board of Directors and a Board of Advisors. Figure 2:

Board of Directors vs. Board of Advisors1 These are significant differences in having a true

legal voice in final company decisions and outcomes, but once again, in my experience, the

same outcomes can be achieved in a private or nonprofit organization where the final and

counted ‘vote’ is being made by informed and non-egotistical business leader(s). Yes, there are

some construction limitations when it comes to certain Boards with investor considerations in

the private sector or shareholder / regulation considerations in the public sector, but don’t let

this cloud or divert the potential of basing your Board structure decision-making against a

foundational strategic path and plan. It is possible to do this in all cases. No exceptions apply.

In my experience as a Board Member, Board Advisor, executive coach and business strategist

– involved with hundreds of Boards, Board Committees, Board Members and executives - I’ve

yet to encounter a situation in which all, or the bulk of a strategic Board build or rebuild

strategy / plan couldn’t be achieved when there was total ‘buy-in’ that a new approach or

change was warranted. This is proof in the fact that with a conceptual roadmap covering the

foundational architectural elements of your Board, you know definitively if you are on a

successful path or not, right from the start – and will be able to make course corrections where

and when it is appropriate on the journey. All too often, the foundational architecture of the

Board has been ignored. More so, there is little discussion or alignment on the existence of

‘discipline’ around Board architecture, or even the view of the knowledge and experience of

building a Board effectively as ‘a discipline.’ The very utterance of this topic typically brings

about confused looks when discussed in open forums. Why? Because many believe that

Boards simply exist to bring credibility via famous names to the organization. Then, it is

believed, a further network of connections through this ‘famous’ name can be leveraged for the



organization’s benefit. Additionally, some nonprofits select Board Members simply based on

the Board candidate’s ability to cut a yearly check to the organization they serve. There is

much more to this entire formula that many do not realize, or think about. They are not aware

of the structural discipline behind successful Boards that make them truly efficient and

effective. In the public sector, we often see this lack of structural regard with the appointment of

a high percentage of similar-background Board Members in a company or familiar and well-

known business ‘stars’ sitting on multiple Boards (and possibly too many Boards)

simultaneously. Yes, this does not necessarily always manifest itself in a negative scenario in

all cases, but it can drastically increase the risk of below-average performance due to lack of

team diversity and potential time commitment constraints (a common term used for a Board

Director spread thin across multiple organizations is called ‘overboarding’). As most financial

investment firms list in their mouseprint, “past performance is not indicative of future results.”

This is true of Boards and Board Members, too. Now, in all fairness, the public sector has

multiple additional regulations and mandates to ensure Board and company compliance, but

once again, I believe these do not go far enough to give unequivocal guidance on foundational

Board structuring and architectural theory to ensure company and shareholder success. Know

that most Board compliance regulations in the public sector are working under the assumption

that your Board is already structured properly and operating efficiently. As you may have

guessed, this is typically not the case. A Board simply checking the boxes for regulatory

compliance is far from creating effective and modern governance structures, or weighing in on

ground-breaking business strategies. In both the private and nonprofit sectors, we frequently

also see a blatant disregard for Board structuring when sports stars are announced as Board

Members of small and large organizations. Twenty years of sports stardom is undoubtedly no

small feat, but just because you had a record breaking batting average, or you won the U.S.

Open 10 times, by no means qualifies you to effectively manage your duties and

responsibilities as a Board Member, or even a Board Advisor, of a company. Although the

example areas of credibility and a network of connections are undoubtedly important traits for a

Board Member to bring to a company, it is by no means the sole or top evaluation criteria.

When an amateur CEO and/or Chairperson speaks about a Board they plan on building for

their private company, or one they have already put in place, they will typically only speak of

the past accomplishments or ‘fame’ of those involved Directors – which is an indirect way of

saying that the main evaluation criteria for their Board Members’ appointments were: a) their

credibility from past experience, and b) their potential available network of connections. As we

get further into this book, you will see where these important criteria fit into the bigger picture,

but these are just a few of the many important Board build and evaluation considerations we

will cover and prioritize. Let’s reference the nonprofit world, for a moment, as an example of

rampant underestimation of Board Director and Board Advisor roles & responsibilities - it will

help in also easily correlating parallels to the public and private sectors. So as not to be labeled

as insensitive, I will say first that I fundamentally and wholeheartedly believe that the world is a

better place due to nonprofit organizations. Whether for scenarios involving social services,

disaster relief & recovery, serving underprivileged portions of our population or simply

furthering countless worthwhile causes, nonprofits have and continue to serve their purpose to

elevate society…, but not without their significant challenges. Namely, the effectiveness and

efficiency of their Boards, which ultimately challenges the ongoing success and longevity of the

organizations they serve, not to mention the trust and confidence of the donating public. The

research supports this; In 2015, a survey of over 924 nonprofit Board Directors by the Stanford

Graduate School of Business, in collaboration with BoardSource and GuideStar2, focused on



the 'composition, structure and practices of nonprofit organization Boards.' Some may consider

the findings to be astounding. For others who have served on challenged nonprofit Boards, you

will likely nod your head in agreement. The study reported: “The skills, resources, and

experience of Directors are not sufficient to meet the needs of most nonprofit

organizations.” Nonprofit “Board processes fall short.” “Over a quarter of nonprofit Directors do

not have a deep understanding of the mission and strategy of their organization.” “Nearly a

third” of nonprofit Directors “are dissatisfied with the Board’s ability to evaluate organizational

performance.” “A majority” of nonprofit Directors “do not believe their fellow Board Members are

very experienced or engaged in their work.” Furthermore, a 2016 study conducted by Concord

Leadership Group in the nonprofit space3 surfaced issues with the collective output of

nonprofit Board action (or inaction): “49 of 100 nonprofits” surveyed “are operating without a

strategic plan.” “77% of nonprofits have no succession plan or leadership development

program,” (even with the unprecedented Baby Boomer retirement currently in play). “42% of

nonprofits do not have any formal evaluation systems for anyone” on the Board. Wow! All of

these major shortcomings reside in foundational areas that define an effective and efficient

Board. So, where should nonprofit (as well as public and private) organizations focus their

efforts to right these wrongs? The answer is surprisingly simple - implement formal Board

structuring in the form of proper architecture, as well as formal evaluation processes, within

their organizations. Chairmen / Chairwomen need to have the courage and be willing to push

structure and formality across the Boards they lead. Many Chairpersons in the private and

nonprofit sectors have inherited Boards that were built solely on the 'friends and family'

candidate approach with little to no expectations, requirements or performance measurements.

This typically doesn't last long and can (and likely will) jeopardize their organization's success.

Questions for Chairpersons to ask their fellow Board members and plan for remediation when

evaluating the buy-in, dedication and effectiveness of their team are many, but the following

rise to the top. Does your fellow Board Member: View their position as a true 'job' with

responsibilities? Have leadership, Board Director, Board Advisor and/or C-Level

experience? Have formal training or certifications in the discipline of Board Directorship? (more

on this later…) Have the time to dedicate and made the commitment to their role? (more on

this in Chapter 13: ‘Board Member Evaluation & Selection.’) In the meantime, make note:I have

never seen a truly successful Board Director dedicate less than 200+ hours per year per

organization (public, private, or nonprofit). Supportive of this belief, a recent study by the

National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) puts the average public Board Director’s

yearly time commitment at 245-248 hours per year.3aI have never seen a truly successful

Board Advisor put in less than 50 hours per year per organization (public, private, or

nonprofit) Know the organization's values, vision and mission by heart? When appropriate,

spend time with the organization's operations staff to get first-hand information? When

appropriate, get involved in the organization above and beyond Board Director duties? Attend

Board meetings in person? Consistently attend Board meetings? Lead or get involved in Board

committees? Submit or contribute to a monthly, or quarterly status report for their Board

Committee? Assist in setting Board and organization performance expectations? Have the

demeanor, emotional intelligence and mindfulness to foster an environment of trust and

camaraderie with all Board Members? Honest answers to these 13 questions can be quite

insightful and allow for a transparent look into the organization. After all, the Board is the main

launching point for the values, vision, and mission of the organization. When it comes to

nonprofits, notice how I failed to mention anything about the amount of revenue/donations a

Board Director in a nonprofit can bring into the organization. This is not an oversight. Many



times the nonprofit Director's ability to personally donate to the organization is the first (and

only) deciding factor on their appointment to a nonprofit Board - and this is typically a big

mistake. Where most nonprofits initially fail is either in their strategy, their governance, their

operations, or all of these combined. There is usually not just one cause as a stand-alone flag,

but a homogeneous mixture of shortcomings in all of these areas combined. These focus

disciplines need to be paramount considerations for Board Director expertise. Truly successful

nonprofit organizations incorporate their maximum donation outreach potential through their

strategy on a macro level, not individual Board 'heroes' at a micro level who write a yearly

check. Yes, a common additional requirement of nonprofit Board directorship includes the

ability to donate to the organization, but I will take a dedicated and disciplined Board Member,

with the ability to generate donations through their network as well as through their succinct

understanding of the organization’s mission and strategy, over a 'hero' Board Member with a

checkbook, any day of the week. Further Clarification Let’s now switch gears for a moment to

the private sector where the changing roles & responsibilities of private company Board

Directors have left some companies in a tailspin. Privately held companies aren't mandated to

have a Board. There are no stipulations or requirements that say they have to form a Board.

There are no public reporting requirements that have to be met... So why form this team? What

are the benefits to a private company? And what is the benefit to a private company Board

Member? The answer is 'many.' The fact is, much has been learned and borrowed from the

public Board sector and successfully applied in the private Board sector. Although private

companies don't fall under the umbrella of Dodd Frank or Sarbanes-Oxley regulations, the

ripple effect of these rules for public companies seeped into the culture and approach of

private companies as well as their Boards. Turns out that the transparency, accountability, and

other governance best-practices also could find a welcome home in non-regulated companies.

This is a good trend. It could be argued, conversely, that private company Board practices have

made their way into the public sector, too. After all, the number of private company Board

Directors that are now serving public company Boards in recent years has greatly increased as

the massive baby-boomer retirement track heats up - allowing for private company Board

Directors to have a shot in the public realm. Another good trend. All of this said, the

requirements and expectations of private company Board Directors have evolved and changed

quite drastically over the past few years - more so than any regulation's or legislation's effect

on Board members within the public sector in the same timeframe. Simply having a

recognizable name and a successful track record are no longer enough (or even required in

some cases) to ensure a seat at the private Board table. What matters most today is the

private Board Director's ability to simultaneously promote meaningful action, foster

accountability, convey trustworthiness, grow networks and provide mediation to the

organization4 - all without the rigid regulation structure and guardrails that public companies

utilize to keep this transparent and in check. Simply showing up to a Board meeting and

offering up un-researched advice definitely will not cut it any longer. Private Board Directors

essentially have to operate with both 'sole proprietor' and 'team' culture characteristics to be

successful - hence the lofty challenge for today's private company Board Directors to stay

relevant and effective to the companies they serve. When each Board member is at this level,

the entire Board is at this level… and that's a great benefit to both the private company and the

private Board Director. Trending & Statistics Before we jump into the details of successful

Board architecture, there is value in knowing the trending and metrics of certain Board-related

data points. After all, you don’t know where you are going unless you know where you came

from. This data and subsequent trending allows us to further predict the trajectory of the Board



vertical, hence allowing us a unique view into where things are headed. Boards look very

different than they did a decade ago, according to Spencer Stuart’s ‘2016 Board Index of S&P

500 Companies.’5 This view of public company trending serves quite well as a bellwether for

the entire Board Director profession and the companies they serve: Figure 3: Board

Trending5 ‘Average Board size’ has increased in parallel to the ‘percentage of Independent

Directors.’ The ‘CEO also serving as company Chairperson’ as well as the ‘CEO also serving

on outside company Boards’ has decreased. These trends are presumably based on the

increasing responsibilities and requested dedication of the associated positions. *Classified

Boards, “also colloquially known as staggered Boards, create separate ‘classes’ of directors

who are elected for multiple-year terms, with one ‘class’ coming up for re-election each year.

Proponents of classified Boards say they strengthen a company’s long-term strategy by

increasing focus and dedication. Classification may also reduce stress on a Board by creating

job stability and preventing hostile corporate takeovers. On the other hand, advocates of

declassified Boards highlight how annual elections can increase accountability and

responsiveness to shareholders. Over the past five years, corporations have seen a strong

migration away from classified Boards to annually elected [declassified] Boards with no director

classes.”6 Also, according to Spencer Stuart’s ‘2016 Board Index of S&P 500 Companies,’5

new Independent/Outside Directors look somewhat different than they did just 10 years

earlier: Figure 4: New Independent/Outside Directors5 Once again, the C-Level/President

trends are presumably based on the increasing responsibilities and requested unwavering

dedication of the associated positions.
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Mark David Nevins, “A simple, cogent overview of how to create and run an effective board.

The fact that boards are generally not well understood is a bad thing: bad for the organizations

they are responsible for overseeing, bad for the various stakeholders of those companies, and

bad for the boards themselves. For better governance, transparency, and accountability, how

an effective board should and must work needs to be clear, not mysterious. Mark Pfister's

ACROSS THE BOARD is simple, smart, pragmatic, thoughtful, and authoritative on the proper

construction and operation of boards, whether public, private, or not-for-profit. As my

consulting practice has shifted from merely engaging with boards to assisting them, assessing

them, and even helping re-design them, I find ACROSS THE BOARD a frequently-referenced

and frequently-recommended resource.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fabulous! A Must Read.. This book was absolutely outstanding, far

exceeding my expectations. It is a must read for everyone who currently is on a corporate

board of directors or is aspiring to be on a board. Every corporation should use this book as its

bible for building or enhancing the efficiency of its board.Drew”

DIC, “Priceless Read for Directors. Across the Board is an extraordinary book. It combines the

theory of why one should intelligently construct a good board with the practical steps one

should take to do so. Yet it is eminently readable and well organized to help you find the most

relevant portions. I enjoyed it (and highlighted it heavily) because, as someone who has been

on boards for over 20 years, it reminded me of principles which I had forgotten and raised new

ideas as well. I would heartily recommend it for anyone who is currently on a board or who

wishes to join one.”

Diane DiResta, “Everything You Need to Know About Boards. This is the Bible of Boards. The

author covers everything from board selection, to strategy, to managing the board, and beyond.

This should be required reading for all companies-for profit and non-profit alike. Very

informative and insightful.”

JohnM, “AWESOME READ!. Mark provides a pragmatic step by step process to create a new,

or existing board. His architecture shows his strategy, governance and oversight to keep you

laser focused on the "How To". Mark spells out in simplistic terms, a process, procedure and a

format/formula to build a successful board.Nice work Mark!Thank you,John M”

rGin, “Boards are changing for the better. POSITIVES: The nature of being a director on a

public board is changing and Mark Pfister's book does an excellent job laying out how to think

about structuring and creating an effective Board for the coming decades. Boards exist to

represent shareholders (as opposed to management) and provide a critical governance/

oversight function to the CEO and management team of public companies. It may be slower

than what is ideal, but the days of Boards being the cronies of management is coming to end.

Mark's book hits the nail on the head in terms of laying out the characteristics of what a

forward looking board might look like, how it can and should engage with management as well

as each other, the time and effort commitment needed to being an effective director, and the

diverse skillset needed by various members to be a well functioning Board.CONSTRUCTIVE

FEEDBACK: The only reason this is 4 stars rather than 5 is that I have never been a fan of the

"consultant speak" style of writing and presentation typically exhibited by folks at the

management consultant firms. The key tenets of Mark's views are on point and insightful. But

the management consulting industry could use some diversity in writing/presentation style.”



Larry Wyche, “Exceptional book!. Exceptional! I thoroughly enjoyed reading Across the Board!

Mark clear, concise, simple but brilliant approach to communicate and educate “The

Architecture Behind Effective Board Directors” are unmatched. I’ve attended numerous

director’s educational and training programs and events and I must say “Across The Board” is

the best of the best - to make your best better as a Director.”

Jim B., “Outstanding! A must read!. Across the board is a great and invaluable resource to

build a highly effective board of directors, so crucial to an organization’s success. The book

addressed the unique needs and aspects of all forms of business, whether a public company,

private business, or a non-profit. A must read for all serious about success in their business or

charitable organization. Bravo Mark! Great Job.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 22 people have provided feedback.
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